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Private and business PC users will continue to experience attacks from viruses and Trojan
horses. The latter might, e.g. eavesdrop on banking passwords or send confidential business
data to a criminal. It is very difficult to provide protection against such attacks on private
information within the current operating systems. We present a vision for securing such data
outside the user’s main operating system by using virtualisation techniques. Considerable
efforts will, however, need to be made to achieve truly trustworthy solutions. In order to
protect users, the development of such approaches could be monitored, observed and
pushed by the interested public, and influenced at the political level, e.g. by governments
procuring such systems.
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Introduction
This paper addresses the problem of malicious code from the Internet infecting computers.
Examples of malicious code include viruses, worms, and Trojan horses. Trojan horses
typically appear to be something useful, e.g. an update of a program or an email attachment
worth reading, while in reality they also perform an attack, such as by collecting passwords
or other user data and reporting these back to the attacker [4, 13]. We are also thinking of
malware as sophisticated as Stuxnet, attacking not only industrial production processes [3],
but also targeting other business processes and secrets. Such attacks can have severe
consequences for the individual victim, whether this is a private person, a company or a
government institution. However, other types of malicious code, such as viruses, also lead to
significant costs, e.g. in terms of the labour needed by the victim to restore systems, the
expenses necessary for purchasing the usual means of protection, or for the administrators
who are continuously necessary to update systems and clean up the systems after an attack
has taken place, e.g. from a new virus not yet known to the existing protection tools. The
future use of digital signatures, for instance in eGovernment, will have to confront faked
signatures due to weaknesses in the signing environment. Fake signatures will form a
potential threat to organisations, but more so to the individual who signs or relies on the
signature being valid. An example would be an attacked PC sending fake data to a so‐called
Secure Signature‐Creation Device, such as a smart card.

Approaches
There appear to be various ways to address these problems. Let us quickly review their
feasibility:








Future updates of Microsoft Windows might address this problem. However, completely
securing Windows “isn’t going to work”, as Paul England of Microsoft put it, due to the
complexity and desired extensibility of the system [6]. Also, attacks often exploit
weaknesses of applications.
Other operating systems, such as the Apple Macintosh system or Linux, are similar to
Windows and therefore would probably also be attacked in a similar manner as soon as
the user base is large enough for criminals to consider attacks worthwhile.
Yet another approach would be to totally redesign computers from scratch. However, in
practice such a system would not be very useful as existing user applications and data
could not be used on such a system.
Another approach would be to use physically separate machines, and only use them for
certain security‐critical actions. While this works for small devices such as smartcard
readers with a display and may also work for certain applications such as military ones,
these solutions are costly and inconvenient, just like rebooting a different operating
system. Also, if the smart card reader can be hacked [19] or if the vendor demands that
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the user only operate it in an environment free of malware, the risk is only marginally
reduced.
Existing hypervisors have not been designed to provide bullet‐proof isolation to
laypersons.

We believe that only one solution is viable, namely to develop a system which allows work
with existing operating systems to continue while isolating other applications, be they
security‐critical or risky ones. In other words, all applications would run in sandboxes which
are designed in such a way that malicious code cannot spread from one to another. Such
sandboxes, or compartments, could isolate particularly sensitive data as well as new, secure
applications. Secure applications would then run with their own, special purpose operating
system. However, the sandboxes could also be used to isolate potentially malicious
applications. For example, dubious emails could be isolated, arbitrary websites could be
visited, or new software, operating systems, or drivers could be tested. If necessary, an
infected compartment could be deleted and reinstalled from scratch. In order to have
isolated compartments and manage them, a new layer would be needed, running “beneath”
the operating systems. Such a layer is called a hypervisor or a virtual machine monitor. In
such a system, an operating system would no longer communicate with the hardware, but
only with a virtual hardware layer, provided by the hypervisor, hence one speaks of
virtualisation. The authors participated in a research project which aimed at building a
prototype of such a system by improving existing hypervisors. This was the Open Trusted
Computing project which ran from 2005 to 2009.1
Such new systems, to be accepted by the average user, have to be designed to be used in a
convenient way. A user does not want to take care of or be bothered with security features
to protect himself against malware. Instead, the user wants a reliable system to work with.

Our Vision
Our vision is that users and administrators can freely create compartments containing any
operating system they choose. Policies and rights to compartments can be set as
appropriate, e.g. an employer can bind rights to some compartments while users get full
rights to others. The basic idea is that a private user getting a hypervisor uses it for any
purpose, from isolating sensitive data to viewing risky data.
Example: A company owns a laptop computer. The employee has full rights regarding the
hypervisor but not regarding every compartment. The company itself has full rights for one
compartment relying on the hypervisor. The employee can delete the whole company
compartment, but not change its rights or policies. The same mechanisms could be used for
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digital rights management (DRM) but also, if useful, for banking and for keeping private data
confidential.
The operating systems handled by the hypervisor in its compartments have to be designed
to be easy to manage, e.g. regarding new versions, restore to previous state, hardware
migration and usage of several operating systems in parallel.
Our thesis is that a secure hypervisor is efficient for everybody, be it because of flexibility,
speed or convenience, or be it because of the security, i.e. the isolation property of its
compartments. Hence a hypervisor is needed which supports (1) traditional features of
hypervisors and (2) isolation‐related features and which has (3) a user interface usable by
laypersons. To really provide security features needed to protect, e.g. business secrets or
private passwords, a malware‐protected, open source (backdoor‐free) hypervisor is required
which needs to rely on appropriate hardware.
The following use of compartments could then become daily routine:










Today’s system
DRM systems for protecting IPR
Encrypted data
Auctioning, banking and other eCommerce transactions (possibly with a provider‐
specific browser)
Private data
Unrestricted Internet surfing
Games
Digital signatures: signing and verifying documents
Testing and sandboxing, including any malware

A small number of channels between the compartments may have to be pre‐specified for
selection by the user. Migration of compartments is possible, such as from a laptop via a USB
stick to a home PC or to a cloud provider. One can use the approach of trusted virtual
domains (TVDs) [2] on such as system in order to manage several applications across several
machines.

Architecture and Trusted Computing
To reach this goal most likely both an evaluated open source hypervisor and tamper‐
resistant hardware are needed to protect the hypervisor against manipulation from outside.
An example of such hardware is a Trusted Computing chip (TPM), which can be used to
measure components when booted (chain of trust, cf. [9]) in order to block fake updates or
to alert any behaviour straying from the secure path. This requires a PKI‐based secure
update path. Figure 1 shows the architecture of such a system at the highest level.
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Figure 1: High level architecture of a secure hypervisor.

Computer with a hypervisor (green), providing isolation to the operating system compartments (white).

A key characteristic of the system would be that the owner of the hypervisor keeps all rights
regarding the hardware and the hypervisor itself, and can, for example, delete a
misbehaving copy of an operating system (e.g. Windows) or of an unpleasant DRM system
unconditionally and without any remainders in the hypervisor. Also the owner of the
compartment keeps all rights to the compartment itself. Both owners do not have to be the
same. So if a compartment is not altered by its owner but by the owner of the hypervisor, it
might simply cease to function.
We think that Trusted Computing used with virtualization is useful for individuals or
corporations wishing to check whether their computers are in a known good state. Also,
corporations might wish to check whether a computer requesting access to their Intranet
has been properly set up (using remote attestation). It has often been assumed, for example,
that, with Trusted Computing, the hardware vendors need to provide some guarantee about
their computers, that it would be necessary to keep track of long lists of good values for
ever‐changing hardware components, or that a global public key infrastructure is needed for
using Trusted Computing. None of these is necessary if the purchaser of a computer trusts
his vendor and sets up a private system. That buyer can verify all of his or her own machines.
Trusted Computing could then evolve. Maintenance of these good values could be
outsourced to a computer vendor, and values and keys could be exchanged with business
partners, so that ultimately a global system might emerge.
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User Interface
Several prototypes were built by the Open Trusted Computing project. It was shown that an
open‐source hypervisor works with Microsoft Windows and can use the Trusted Platform
Module as a hardware security anchor to monitor the system.
In the framework of the project, the authors developed key aspects of a user interface. Our
starting questions were: Is it possible to design a user interface for this kind of system so
that it can be used by laypersons? The challenge is based, for instance, on the fact that users
need to understand that there are programs outside their usual operating system.
Furthermore, the task is challenging as part of the screen space would be needed to inform
the user about the new layer and the new programs, which might reduce the usability of
legacy applications.

Figure 2: Sections from a possible future user interface.
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Furthermore, questions emerged for the design of such a user interface such as: How can
the owner be protected against Trojan horses in the form of, e.g. pop‐up windows claiming
to represent a software update and asking for passwords or linking into confidential areas?
Should a physically separate display provide information about the state of a compartment?
Should a new hardware key on the keyboard be used to switch between compartments,
which would also allow each compartment to obtain access to the full screen? We discussed
such questions in a small in‐depth survey of CTOs and leading administrators in Germany in
2006 [23]. The answers were, in short:





The hypervisor should have a simple graphic user interface (GUI), e.g., with buttons using
left and right mouse clicks. Neither administrators nor users want to spend time learning
how to use new computer interfaces.
Switching between compartments should be as simple as switching between applications
today, e.g. using a mouse click.
Our respondents thus discarded separate displays and buttons as previously discussed in
the virtualisation literature.

Figure 2 shows that a taskbar similar to today’s could be used to manage the various
sandboxes. This novel taskbar would use a secure part of the screen in order to
unambiguously display whether the hypervisor or certain sandboxes are trustworthy. A
sealed image is shown there as a means of protecting the hypervisor against mimicry by
malicious code. The image is only displayed if the hypervisor was measured correctly. The
taskbar also shows buttons for a corporate or business compartment (running with Linux),
and buttons for switching to other compartments for editing documents or gaming. The lock
symbol indicates that one of the compartments is measured upon start. It uses a different
image than the hypervisor, this one unsealed and which indicates its good state. Using
images from a family, such as of a parent and child, symbolises that the latter relies on the
former and eases identifying groups. Note that the proposed amendment to the user
interface requires very little screen space, so that the user interface available for normal
work is hardly changed. As shown in Figure 2, for use on wide screens, the novel taskbar
could be placed on a narrow side; it could even be hidden if not in use.
The usability of our user interface is indicated by a video of real code, available at
www.open‐hypervisor.org.
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Feedback
Some quotations from 15 expert interviews, conducted in 2009, illustrate the benefits of our
approach:


With virtualisation, corporations “could allow their employees more surfing and
private use.”
 “Isolation of highly confidential data is an interesting idea.”
 “The ability to trash an OS instance is relevant, in case of suspicious behaviour,
for getting back to the latest state.”
 “Encapsulating the office network from user‐administrated test environments
and experimental software” (is beneficial)
 “Quarantining could reduce inactive periods.”
 The hypervisor “could be used against zero‐day attacks.”
 “Security officers would give an arm and a leg for such a solution.”
This feedback encourages us to strive for ways to make such a solution available in product
quality.

Progress
Parts of our approach have in principle been known for some time [1, 9, 17]. In the OpenTC
project, several prototypes with legacy operating systems running on a few hardware
platforms were developed. Prototypically, solutions for DRM and “What you see is what you
sign” have been developed as well. Several key modules were evaluated, and any errors
detected were corrected2 [12, 15, 22]. However, a research prototype of a hypervisor is
neither a final product nor an entire platform. There are various other research prototypes
and even products. Some of them have Trusted Boot (TVE [7], and others have evaluated
kernels but are proprietary (Integrity, cf. [10]). Yet none has a hypervisor that provenly
provides isolation or that provenly supports hardware isolation ([20] was critical about the
quality of the Intel TXT isolation), or a user interface protecting a user against mimicry by
Trojan horses. New approaches to secure mobile phones [11] or netbooks using Chrome [8]
are encouraging, but do not support legacy PC applications.
The approach of secure hardware‐based virtualisation can be applied to servers, mobile
devices or embedded systems. Similar to using remote attestation for DRM purposes, the
approach can in principle also be used to protect data on cloud computing servers.
As of writing, it is uncertain whether an entire system can be built that is protected against
any type of malware while also being open for legacy code. However, we think that this
2
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paper describes a useful path for the hardware and software industry to follow. Note that
the objective is not only to create reliable isolation for users interested in security, but also
to create easy to manage compartments for all users. To push this approach from idea into
reality, we currently see the following paths towards the development and large‐scale
deployment of such a solution:
(1) Privately financed marginal improvements.
(2) A large government‐funded project, starting with a proper, threats‐based
specification of hardware and software and followed by subsequent implementation.
This would take the commons‐nature of the problem into account, i.e. the
distribution of costs across many users.
(3) Governments create incentives via regulations or procurement. Requirements might
push this approach, similar to the incentives provided by PCI‐DSS (Payment Card
Industry Data Security Standard), the Sarbanes‐Oxley Act on auditing requirements,
requirements for Trusted Computing, or military requirements.
(4) Global discussion of this path will create demand. Think of the changes in the car
industry, which was challenged by events such as a book titled “unsafe at any speed”
[14]. Also imagine big customers demanding updates towards the goal. Newsletters
and our website http://open‐hypervisor.org/ can also be regarded as steps towards
the creation of demand.
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